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About This Game

Casual colorful physical puzzle with sweets, jumpers, teleports, accelerators, reverse gravity, traps, treadmills, lazors and
explosions.

The goal of the player is to keep the cookies on the chocolate bar for some time to pass the level.

In Chocolate makes you happy 7:
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Jumpers
- Teleports
- Sweets

- Accelerators
- Traps

- Changing gravity
- Treadmills

- Lazors
- Colorful art

- Cool Soundtrack
- Achievements
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fun and relaxing. Love it, was so happy to have this game. really brought back all the good times in dungeon keepers games.
always kept playing dungeon keeper 2. now there is this, and I am happy.. Just buy it!

Its an awesome successor to the last game and everything improved so well!
More stages, more boss fights, more voice acting, more freedom in skill variation, mini games, achievements which unlock
galerys, costumes, a playable bonus character in the steam version.
Difficulty is even for the most casual but the real fun is on the hardest (Lunatic) which makes the bosses challenging and fluid
in their movements.

Only down side i encountered is the Cathedral stage, the blue star enemys after the check point are very mean positioned and the
blonde spark scientist are a pain to deal with them. Those enemies slowing down the stage.. this game is sh#% i played for a few
minutes and quickly realized it was worth nothing. Not recommended to buy this DLC. this cars are so poor driving and drifty.
eventually you are not going to drive them. save your money on this DLC.. It pains me to not recommend the game. It seems
like such a good concept. In fact, there are a few things that work well.

The little kitchen is pretty well laid out. It's spacious enough and has everything you need. I'd like to see them take advantage of
more (the plates, the bottles, etc.). So many things can be grabbed, it's a shame they're not all involved in gameplay.

THE GOOD
- Concept. Oh with a little more development this is going to be a great game, I can tell.
- Music. So genki.
- The price! $9.99 should be the target for games in this scope, so good on them for that.
- Variety of recipes. Could be better, but it's good enough to get this game going.

THE BAD
- Controls. Your hands aren't positioned on the controller, but on the TIP of the controller, so they're too far forward. Instead of
feeling like you're grabbing things, it feel like you're grabbing things with a doll's arm held in your hand. Also, the hands are
seriously tiny (We're talking Donald Trump levels of tiny hands, here). Pickup detection is buggy. I felt like the game's
difficulty was about right, but the game would actually be too easy if the controls worked properly.
- Sound effects. Ugh, the sound effect for the door opening and closing is just obnoxious.
- Your sushi shop. That's some seriously bad decorating.
- Shooting sushi into the buddha's mouth. This is just horrid. It's cute the first time and provided a little breakup to the
gameplay, but it happens SO frequently. Game performance tends to stutter and suffer during this part, as well. Like in VR
Diner Duo, I want to play a cooking game, not a shooter. This needs desperately to be removed from the game or minimized
quite a lot.
- Limited gameplay. Start game, start serving sushi. That's really it. No levels, no changes in difficulty that I can see.

This is frustrating for me because I can just see the potential in this game. With a little love and further development, this will
be a great game at a great price. It just wasn't ready for prime time, though. This game should have gone to early access or had a
few more beta testers for the development process. I will probably return it and come back if they keep up with content and
updates to improve the faults in this game.
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I bought Street Fighter V not too long ago and as much as I want to recommend it, I just can't. There's a few issues, but the
biggest is easily the netcode. About 1/3 of the online matches have lag even with the connections setting at "4-5". I know when
some people see things like this they wonder if the PC just isn't good enough or if there's issues with the person's internet so I'll
provide my PC specs along with my net info..

OS: Windows 10 64 bit Home
CPU: i5-7400 @ 3.0GHz
GPU: NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1060 3GB
RAM: 16GB DDR4 CORSAIR Vengeance LPX DDR4 DRAM 2400MHz C16

My PC is hardwired directly to the modem and the net speed is up to 100Mbps and the ping to the servers is pretty low.

I do have a couple other issues with the game and if these things I'm about to mention get implemented into the next Street
Fighter I won't be purchasing it. One of the worst things done to the game in my opinion was that Capcom decided it would be a
good idea to take their real starter roster and break it up into a base roster and 2 DLC packs (Street Fighter V, Street Fighter V -
Season 1 Character Pass, Street Fighter V - Season 2 Character Pass) aka the Arcade Edition and the first character DLC pack
should of been Season 3. As someone who didn't get the Arcade edition and just bought the base game and the Season 1
Character Pass it really feels lacking still. Unfortunately, they also decided to break down every part of the game and turn it into
DLC or in game microtransactions (music, stages, continue in challenges after defeat etc. etc.). I understand they want to make
money, but what Capcom did with this title is kind of crazy. It just doesn't feel like a complete experience next to past Street
Fight titles or other fighting titles on the market today.

The in game currency is an issue as well as pricing to buy things is just so ridiculous due to the tiny amount you get for each win
(50). There are daily quests that offer very small amounts of fight money as well, but the quest that offered a reasonable amount
of fight money was actually removed. If you someone who is looking to purchase characters with fight money instead of
spending cash, you probably want to just forget about the characters go for 100k fight money and you only get about 50 fight
money per win (0 for a loss). I'm just not a fan of the fight money system and think we should be getting a much more complete
experience for the price we're paying. I'm really hoping Capcom makes some better decisions in the next Street Fighter game.

The bad netcode should be enough to say it really isn't worth it, but if you do decide to pick this up don't get anything less than
the Arcade Edition with at the very least at 50% off sale (or buy all 3 separately if you can get it for under $20). Honestly, if you
are looking for a good 2D Fighting game Mortal Kombat and Tekken are better options as they have better netcode and will give
you a much more complete experience.. Bring back the minecraft clone. Having issues exiting the game? is this a common bug
for MotoGP14??
. An ok zombie shooter similar to those old Boxhead games in browser. Flash games have better graphics than this, better to
pick it up on sale or with a coupon if it's 90% off so you can save as much money as possible.. My mind
feels\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 11\/10. America Simulator 2K15!

An absolute must play game if you hate yourself and seek punishment!

Redneck racing isn't a trend, it's a lifestyle!

Never more has a game inspired me to light myself on fire!. I played this for a bit on xbox and didn't really enjoy it (the frame
rate is horrible) but decided to buy it again on the PC when on sale to give it another try. I have to say I am enjoying in alot
more on the PC and its actually pretty fun. It feels quite similar to 3 and 4, but with more enjoyable exploration and combat, but
the story is alot weaker than the others. Roaming around the map is very fun and the resources you gather feel more useful that
in previous FC games. You get your own village with multiple upgrades as well as a crap tonne of different skills to unlock
which makes the progression much more enjoyable and purposeful than the last games. Overall i would recomend it but maybe
not at full price if you care about the story, but either way its pretty fun and better than i expected.

Edit: Also there seems to be an issue, at least for me, where using FXAA makes the game run worse than using SMAA. I
recently found this out while messing with the settings an found i can gain an extra 10fps from changing this as well as the game
looking better. Im not sure why this happens when FXAA is ment to be less demanding but if anyone has low framerates check
that you are using SMAA and not FXAA. There are more horses than I think. But I really like this game, and I think you don't
need Wildlife Park 2 but can play Wildlife Park 2 horses only. It's really funny and you got something for your money here.
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It's a old game so maybe it can crash sometimes so remember to save!

- I'd enjoy. Yay~!. The beautiful music from the game you can listen to anytime.. Quaint graphics, excellent evolution of your
little civilization unpredictably. When the dev adds more of a midgame, this will really get some meat on it! It's kind of a
Rimworldlite, if you will, and the cards you play influence how your civilization will develop-- will it be peaceful or violent?
You can spawn trees, critters, plants, humans, influence weather, but what you can't do is control your pawns directly.

Right now, the worst thing is hording Thunder cards to zap a UFO with. Don't miss!
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